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Buy or Build 
An InfoReady Whitepaper 
 

 
Should Institutions “Buy or Build” Software to Enhance Research Office Productivity? 
It’s been an ongoing debate in academia for years: Do we buy off-the-shelf software to better 
manage our programs most efficiently or build them through our in-house IT department or external 
providers? 
 
For university research offices, the answer obviously depends on specific circumstances, but 
following are some guidelines that can help research administrators evaluate their options: 
 
1. Consider the entire investment from upfront to backend 
 
If it seems less costly to have your institution’s IT staff build software to your needs, the actuality is 
that for most research offices – and for most programs in general – it’s actually less costly to buy. 
Why? No matter how proficient your IT staff, they’re not experts in research office functions, don’t 
develop research office software regularly, and therefore require a learning curve. That means you’ll 
have to spend considerable staff time educating them to your needs, then following an initial 
development period of months, you’ll need to invest more time in debugging and fine-tuning the 
resulting product.  
 
Purchased task-dedicated software, on the other hand, is typically ready and usable out of the box, 
simple to learn, and saves administrative staff time from day one. How much? That obviously 
depends on the product, the situation, and the user. A recent Yale University research office 
example demonstrated that a research administrator who spent 100 percent of her time on relevant 
tasks now accomplishes those same tasks in only 25 percent of the time through the productivity of 
purchased software.  
 
2. What happens when you need support, changes, or updates? 
 
IT offices are invariably working at or near capacity serving the entire institution, so when a research 
office asks for assistance to make changes, get in line – those could take weeks or months. That’s 
time consuming, inefficient, and damaging to research productivity. Purchased or licensed software 
is not only perfectly configured out of the box for all research office needs, but will often include the 
services of an expert staff for support, queries, and special customization needs. 
 
3. What about compatibility with existing software? 
 
When integration with a master software product is desirable – say, an ERM system serving the 
entire university – building your own application can make good sense. For most research offices, 
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though, it’s compatibility with external funding databases that remains most critical – for example, 
Pivot, Cayuse, and Ex Libris. When purchased software offers such compatibility, the integration of 
databases and other content is completely seamless and automatic, unlike internally developed 
software. 
 
4. Why purchased or licensed software is a significantly better option for Research Offices than 
building your own software 
 
While there can indeed be strong arguments for building your own software, those don’t typically 
apply to institutional research offices. Here are some reasons why university research offices most 
often choose an off-the-shelf product: 
 

• They have limited budgets and building software is at least a magnitude more costly than 
buying 

• Are unable to amortize the expense of building their own software over multiple programs 
and departments the way entire institutions can 

• Lack technical proficiency and must rely on institutional IT 
• Recognize that there’s an outstanding, well-accepted product already available. In other 

words, why build a washing machine when excellent brands are produced in quantity? 
• Want more support and responsiveness than institutional IT can deliver 

 
 
So Buy of Build?  
 
For most research offices, most of the time, buy is the more efficient and economical solution. But 
every situation is different, so do your own research to be certain. 
 
Before you make a decision, we invite you to demo InfoReady and discover why 150+ colleges and 
universities have made InfoReady the preferred solution for managing RFP processes and internal 
competitions. 

 
Learn more about InfoReady or request a demo by contacting Amanda or Max below: 
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